SAC approves parking proposal

by JOSEPH NORRIS
Daily Staff Writer

The proposal to restrict parking in the Grand Avenue lot facing Sierra Madre and Yosemite dormitories was narrowly approved, 12 to 11 by the Student Affairs Council (SAC) Wednesday night.

The measure will now go before the university administration for consideration. Their approval would restrict parking in half of lot S-6 closest to the dorms from 3 a.m. to 5 a.m. Monday through Friday and would become effective next fall.

There are 4,963 parking spaces on campus, 361 of which would be affected by the proposal.

Spirited debate on the issue was spearheaded by ASI Vice President Ray Davis, who authored the proposal, and Lynne Hinkelman, Interhall Council representative to SAC, who was its main opponent.

Davis said 93 per cent of the on-campus parking space is filled most of the day, making it a next-to-impossible situation for commuters to find parking spaces.

Hinkelman asked that the measure be defeated on the grounds that it is discriminatory to dorm residents.

"Many dormitory residents have told me they are very upset," Hinkelman said, "and I feel the proposal unfairly penalizes them."

Chris Have, Engineering and Technology SAC representative admitted the proposal would be inconvenient for dorm residents, but also maintained that it would be more feasible for them to move their vehicles than to have commuters parked so far away from the academic core.

According to Joe Calabrigo, Architecture and Environmental Design representative, all students seek out what they believe are the best spaces. Everyone, he said, has the same problem. Counsellor Dennis Leonard of Agriculture and Natural Resources said the problem stemmed from low vehicle turnover. A constant flow of cars in the lot would be claimed, alleviate the situation.

John Chauke, representative from Architecture and Environmental Design, said the real problem could be found in student attitudes.

"Additional parking space is not the answer," Chauke said, "and we should make parking on campus as inconvenient as possible. This way, students living within the immediate vicinity would be encouraged to find alternative modes of transportation."

According to David McNaughton, Yosemite Hall resident, students living on campus have the right to park anywhere and at anytime they please.

Tenaya Hall resident Rich Padfield was also against the proposal.

"I paid my $80 parking fee and therefore have the right to park a reasonable distance from where I live," Padfield protested.

Other SAC action included Dennis Leonard's request that the discussion on the issue of direct-line registration be postponed temporarily, because sufficient progress was being made by the university administration.

Leonard also said finding the space for additional computers and sufficient funds are the two biggest obstacles facing computer registration. He said he hoped the council would look into other possible solutions, such as mail registration.

Kathy Webber of Housing Development and Engineering, asked that the council look into the problem of students camping out in their vehicles in parking lots near the agricultural units. SAC agreed to discuss the matter at next week's meeting.

The parking lot above is the site of the proposed 3 a.m. to 5 a.m. parking ban. (Daily photos by Jan Ramsey, above, and Mary Reardon)
When I graduate and look back over my college career, I will have no doubt fond memories of the time I did attend a college. The first time I got drunk in the dorms, I was visiting my college friends, showing off "my school" to visiting friends and getting a glimpse of college life.

But of the things that always will stick out in my mind is the time that I actually taught a class. Robert Kennedy was an amazing man.

Author Tony Trask is a sophomore journalism major and a member of the Mustang Daily Staff.

English 198. Self-Reliance in a Technological Society.

In addition to reading and discussing concepts of self-reliance as reflected in Emerson’s works, students will become members of a legally registered corporation set up just for this class. As members of the corporation they will get a bank loan, purchase a workshop of a home, and work on redesigning and remodeling the house, all under the nose of the professors. No more for credit in courses.

As a result of this academic pressure to become experts, American students spend their time in college being afraid of things outside their areas of specialization. The engineering student takes only the required English course, complaining the while that it is irrelevant to her profession.

The students all complain about the food in the dining hall, but they never thing of doing their own cooking. They let a computer pick them a dish on Saturday night, and they pay professionals to write their term papers. I wonder if those who speak of putting "work" into home handy, of having more pressure, and of giving in on pressed. And what in the world was an English department up to by offering such a course in 1980? To my way of thinking, this is a course in specialization. The engineering student is considered to be old-fashioned and of limited usefulness.
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Men and women: Learn literature and remodel houses
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Blood drive extracts another success

by ELENA-MARIE KOSTER
Daily Associate Editor

Mid-way through the annual one-day Cal Poly blood drive yesterday, the units of blood drawn from students and staff donors almost equalled the total units of last year.

"If we stopped now," David Graham, Health Center Administrative assistant, said shortly after one o'clock, "we would have 175 units of blood. Last year's total was 186 units. I'm positive we'll top that amount this year."

Graham estimated it took 45 minutes to complete the circle of giving blood. About three percent of the people turned away from giving blood. This was because students were infected with colds and sore throats. In time of illness, a donor loses his fluids, the body needs the blood to fight illness. There is also a chance that the blood may be contaminated by illness, Graham said.

Graham said the blood refused was for high or low blood pressure; currently taking medication or a history of drugs, or being blood Poly people had to answer 37 blood questions.

To assure that over 40 Cal Poly students from Gamma Sigma Upsilon and Student Community Services workers did not go hungry, from eight to nine students were needed per shift. Some students worked seven shifts.

Tri-Counties Blood Bank (sponsors of yesterday's blood drive) could not have been accomplished without the student help, Graham said.

All students, staff and faculty of these immediate depends are covered by the Tri-County Blood Bank located in Santa Barbara. The bank is also in Ventura, Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo Counties.

"A lot of people donating blood may not end up using it," Graham said, "but others will."
Finance Committee asks $12,508 slice of athletics

by DIRK BROENEMA
Daily Staff Writer
Cal Poly's athletic program was dealt a stringing blow by the budget cutter's axe Wednesday night, as the ASI Finance Committee presented its budget recommendations for 1977-78 to Student Affairs Council (SAC).

The recommendations call for $12,508 cut in the requested athletic budget, the lion's share of which would come from men's athletics.

However, women's athletics received an addition of almost $3,000 for gymnastics and swimming.

Among the recommendations stipulated in the budget survey was:

- $3,333 from housing for men's athletics
- $700 from women's athletics
- $3,000 from financial aid for men's football
- $500 from women's scholarships
- $3,500 from the ASI Finance Committee for its budget survey has proven to be statistically sound and students who can barely afford to go to school are tired of paying for scholarships for other students.

ASI Pres. Ole Meland defended the cuts saying the whole student body's priority decisions. He said if SAC approves the budget cuts, it could well signal the beginning of a decline in the school's "high quality programs.

"In not too many years, when the athletic program starts to decline we are going to stop filling the stadium like we do now," said Buccola.

The athletic director also questioned the finance committee's competence in priority decisions. He has long been a critic of the recommendations made by the finance committee in gauging student's feelings on funding levels of ASI subsidized programs.

This year, survey results showed a desire by those sampled for a 17 and one-half per cent cut in men's athletics. While the recommendations of the finance committee call for substantially less of a cut than that, Buccola feels students really don't want to see the athletic budget cut.

"I think that just a few students are deciding what the whole student body's priorities are," said Buccola.

ASI Pres. Ole Meland defended the cuts saying the budget survey has proven to be statistically sound and students who can barely afford to go to school are tired of paying for scholarships for other students.

SAC will review the budget and discuss it at next Wednesday's meeting. When the budget is approved by SAC it will be sent to Cal Poly Pres. Robert Kennedy for his approval.

LARRY ROBINSON, SAC rep from Communicative Arts and Humanities, argues a point in Wednesday's council meeting. SAC began debating an annual budget proposal that night. (Daily photo by Mary Reardon)

Reporters guaranteed source protection

Sacramento (AP) — Proposed constitutional protection for a reporter's right to keep sources confidential won Assembly committee approval Thursday despite one member's complaints about journalists.' "Most reporters think of themselves as the second coming of Woodward and Bernstein, and editors think of themselves as a combination of H.L. Mencken and William Randolph Hearst," said Assemblyman Walter Ingalls, D-Riverside.

Ingalls, who has been embroiled in a longstanding dispute with the local press in Riverside, said, "I'm somewhat sympathetic with the concept of a free press...but the only ones who have freedom of the press are those who own it."

But he was on the losing side of a 6-4 vote in the Assembly Judiciary Committee that sent the constitutional amendment to the Full Assembly Friday. Lewis said.
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FOOD DAY: The culmination of Food Day events happens Saturday in Mission Plaza beginning at 10 a.m. There will be booths selling health foods, nutritional counseling, food information and food preparation demonstrations. A walk on food and environmental concerns is set for 11 a.m. by a Los Angeles physcian, and a pot-luck vegetarian feast is scheduled for 5:30 p.m. Reservations can be made by calling 528-2413.

WOMEN’S DAY: Cuesta College will be holding its third annual Women’s Day Saturday, with featured Superior, Santa Cruz Judge Elinor Klein. The event is free and open to all, with an emphasis on the human potential. There will be workshops, discussion sessions and informational workshops on assertiveness, finances, body awareness through dance and education. Reservations for a buffet lunch need to be made by calling the college Community Services office. Sack lunches will be allowed, and limited child care will be available.

ATTENTION BACKPACKERS: The Mountain Air will be presenting their second annual Backpacker’s Revue in Santa Rosa Park, Sunday from noon to 4 p.m. Representatives from many well-known backpacking companies will set up their products to help packers compare the different equipment available. Some of these include The North Face, Kelty Pack, Rich-Moor dehydrated Foods, Caribou Mountaineering and Sierra Designs. Store demonstrations, bicycle touring, displaying sleeping bags and backpack displays and López will be featured.

BIKE RIDE: The San Luis Bike Club is scheduling yet another leisurely bike ride for all interested cyclists of all skill levels Saturday. A ride is planned to Arroyo Grande via Oceano Road, and back on Highway 227. Sunday’s ride will take riders to the Port San Luis Pier, via backroads. For more info, call 344-9007.

SAILING EVENTS: If you brought your sailboat to college, this is your event. The Poly Corinthians and the Sailing Club out to Lopez Lake for a day, and will be having a potluck lunch. Meet at 10 a.m. across from Cal Poly’s Yostemir Hall in the parking lot.

FILMS AROUND TOWN: Madonna Theatre is showing “Network,” The Fremont is showing Wall Dizer’s “The Littlest Horse in the East” and “The Wonderfull Invention of Walter the Push.” The Bay Theatre in Morro Bay is featuring two Academy Award winner “Bound for Glory.” The Pismo Theatre is bringing you a laugh-filled bill, “Animal Crackers” with the four Marx Brothers, and W. C. Fields in “Tilly and Gus.”

News Shorts

National

Washington (AP)—The FBI, after nine months of trying to catch dons of the radical Weather Underground, hopes to interview two persons the bureau surrender acknowledged to face charges of political violence.

Attorney Sydney Irmaci filed the documents yesterday in downtown San Luis Obispo.
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Washington (AP)—President Carter’s energy advisers are scrambling to find final touches on a tough set of energy policies for presentation to Congress that would conserve millions of barrels of oil and gas among Americans.
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STRETCH THOSE MUSCLES—Spencer participates in many drills to get his muscles in tone so he can handle the violent action out on the football field. (Daily photo by Mike Ewen.)

Women bowlers advance to Spectacular '77

Bowling, a sport that has not reached a wide number of spectators and large recognition, has grown six women from Cal Poly so compete in the Spectacular '77, which is the national championships.

The women won the right to participate in the nationals by winning Northern California League of bowlers and placed in the top two in sectionals held in Las Vegas. Cal Poly and San Jose State University both earned berths to go to San Antonio, Texas May 5-7.

Members of the team, Tandy Bell, Ann Hall, Marilyn Adams, Cindy Jory, Barbra Backman and Alene Sands Brown, along with coach Bob Jenkins went to 10 different tournaments during the year before bowling in sectionals.

Cal Poly qualified by winning the NCL, and SJSU won the honors by winning the Association of College Unions International tournaments at Berkeley.

The finals of the Spectacular will be selected May 7 when the top two teams have a final roll-off to see who is the best team in the nation.
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SPORTS

Signs of Mustang spring training: Blood, sweat and tears

STRAINING IN TRAINING—Steve just one of the many football players hanging out, stretching and warming up for the upcoming football season. Steve is by CRAIG AMBLER

Every weekday at 3:30 p.m., Steve Spencer forces his body through a pounding that it hopefully won't forget until the end of football season next year.

The afternoon sun is trying but the wind blows away any semblance or warmth on the football practice field. Shiny husky football players are hanging out, stretching, their legs and talking.

Suddenly one of the six coaches yells "Alright! Circuits!" (There are nothing but exclamations from now on.) Immediately next year's perspective first and second strings make a mad dash in four different directions. Any innocent bystander better step aside or have updated collision insurance. These guys are big. Steve Spencer is 6-4, 230 pounds.

"It took me a few years to get used to being a jock."—Spencer

For the next 15 minutes, four separate groups face like mad dogs around a large imaginary square coming on an abrupt halt in each corner, throwing their bodies down on the turf, springing back to their feet, down, up, down, up. In one corner they are doing pushups. Hitting the ground like a bomb just went off. The next corner they're doing situps, releasing sounds that would make a wild bear feel at home. In corner number three, they are making a bridge with their bodies, using their head and arm strength to support. In the last corner they sit back to back on imaginary chairs for as long as their legs will take it.

In fact, for the next hour and a half, everything they do is just about to the limit their bodies can take.

The last of this first 15 minute warm up series is devoted to stretching the large group and hamstring areas. These are the areas that are usually more often, "said Coach Dave Brown.

There are two minutes of stretches after the circuits which consists of a run calling out orders and the team responding as quickly as possible while tumbling in place at 7 rpm.

Practice is hard but Steve feels that the toughest part is before it is actually even mentally prepared to go out and play.

Steve comes from Fremont, Calif. He coaches for the Oakland Raiders, who logically helped Steve out in football and is in his third year at Poly on scholarship. His major is undecided. "I could go into professional football but I don't want to make that an end just yet." He would much rather use it as opportunity to business and something he wanted to do for a time now—counseling.

Steve feels that he has the drive on natural ability to do this sort of thing. "Being a Christian gives him strength in that area. It helps a lot in playing football." "I play football for the glory of God. Before that it was almost a hate thing. It's an individual hate but a competitive hate—like we have to win because we're the other team," said Steve.

Spring training is going to determine which players will play what position. "Number one for the 7th. The only person who can break that up for grants now," said Steve. He gives severe warning last year until the first stringer hurt himself and he finished the year for him.

"Come on now you guys! You gotta be precise. Practice is the only way to play—just precise!" Yells the coach, coaxing muscles down, "Bend those knees! Indefinitely!" Says Coach Bob Jenkins.

Before that it was almost a hate thing, "I play football for the glory of God. Before that it was almost a hate thing. It's an individual hate but a competitiveness hate—like we have to win because we're the other team," said Steve.

It took me a few years to get used to being a jock. Steve just one of the many football players hanging out, stretching and warming up for the upcoming football season. Steve is by CRAIG AMBLER

TOM BEYERS

1137 GARDEN

SAN ATHLETIC

LUIS

SUPPLY

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Left handed outfielder Tom Beyers has been on a hitting streak that has raised his batting average 45 points up to 406. In the twelve game streak he has gone 21 for 41 and has produced two doubles, one triple and has eight RBI's. In addition to starring at the plate Beyers has contributed five stolen bases.

STRENGTH IN TRAINING is Steve Spencer as he gets back into shape for the upcoming football season. Steve is

CAL POLY RODEO CLUB

WILD COW MILKING CONTEST

CAL POLY CLUBS & FRATERNITIES

3-Man teams — Ilimit 12 teams

First come first served

Entry fee $15 per team

Entries close Thursday 4/21 4 PM

Contact Rodeo Chm. — 544-2156

Contact Rodeo Chm. — 544-2156

Just one of the many athletes making the 1977 football team. (Daily photo by Mike Ewen.)
OBSCURED IN A CLOUD OF DUST

is an unidentified flying Mustang as he slides into third base ahead of the throw.

Poly hopes to display this kind of action on its roadtrip. (Daily photo by Dennis Stuens)

Grunts and groans fill typical spring day

The players are running in hard but you can hear them. "Hike! Hike! Hike! Uh-oh!" "Harder! More power!" They make contact with somebody, with the intensity. Get your butt out of the air, back 'em up!"

Next, the players divide into six groups to learn specific strategies: Offensive backs, offensive fronts, receiving, defensive fronts, and defensive backs—the team that saves is it. Here the players perfect their specialized techniques.

Physical shape and mental toughness come together to mold the good football player.

Again, the coach imparts his wisdom of the moment—"I want you to beat in mind assassination when you feel trapped." At five, it's quitting time, unless you consider lifting weights work. It is. The defensive players fill their bellies:

Baucer turned 2.32 earned runs per game while chucking up a 3.6 record.

But Francisco State took Poly Monday. The Gaars are still hurting from the last time they met the Mustangs. Coach Steve Harrier's squad scored 68 runs in three games against SF State to sweep the series easily. In one instance Poly brought across 28 runs to humiliate the Gaars.

"My arm almost fell off, waving so many runners," said third baseman Dan Margel about the series.

The Mustangs hold a half-game lead over Northern State in CCAA play. Poly, at 6-4, leads conference members Northern (5-5), Riverside (3-5), and Cal Poly Pomona (3-5).

Poly is also atop the Alliance standings with a 14-7 season. Northern-ride provides the main challenge again as they own second with a 5-3 mark. UCI Irvine and Riverside are deadlocked for third with Irvine checking in at 5-6 record while Riverside has a mark at 5-5. University of San Diego (4-5), Chapman (3-4), and Poly Pomona (3-4) round out the bottom half.

"We will be playing enough to keep them sharp but not enough to burn them out," said Harr. "We will go into these games with our top six pitchers rested so we should do fairly well."

BACKPACKING REVUE 77

Sunday, April 17 noon to 4 p.m. Santa Rosa Park

VISIT WITH REPS FROM North Face Hine-Snowbridge Kirtland TourPak Rich-Moor Caribou Mountaineering Sierra Designs Kelty and more

Another Community service sponsored by

THE MOUNTAIN AIR

Student Travel

Write or call for free Student Charter flights year round. 1-800-430-6000. We serve major cities in the US and Canada. Students, faculty, and teachers. Write or call for free rates and airfares. 1-800-430-6000. Ask for Mel. P.O. Box 330, Santa Cruz, CA 95060. Phone 454-3286. American Express, MasterCard, Visa, Diners Club, Discover Card Accepted. Student ID Required. Use FVAIHB.
If you're thinking about a career in engineering, think about this. How many companies can offer you a nuclear submarine to operate? The answer is none. Equipment like this is available only in one place... the Navy.

The Navy operates over half the nuclear reactors in America. So our training is the broadest and most comprehensive. We start by giving you a year of advanced engineering technology. In graduate school, this would cost you thousands, but in the Navy, we pay you.

Once you're commissioned as a Nuclear Propulsion Officer, you'll earn a top salary. Over $24,000 a year after four years. And you'll be responsible for the most advanced equipment developed by man. All the Navy asks in return is that you serve for 3 years on active duty upon completion of your training.

You have only until May 15th to enroll in this year's Navy Nuclear Propulsion Candidate Program. If you are majoring in engineering, math or physical sciences, contact your placement office to find out when a Navy recruiter will be on campus. Or call toll free, 800-841-8000 (in Calif., 213-468-3321) for more information. And if you're still a junior, ask about the Navy's NUPOC Collegiate Program, which pays you up to $6,000 during your senior year.

The Navy. When it comes to nuclear training, no one can give you the same opportunities.

NAVY OFFICER.
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.